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Marketing Solutions helps financial services companies optimize 
their brand position and mix of marketing instruments, increase 
customer acquisition through targeted offers, and drive value 
from existing customers through personalized outreach.

Marketing Solutions for Finance:
Maximize the impact of your
marketing spend



Get started
To learn more about Marketing  
Solutions for Finance, contact us at  
contact@periscope-solutions.com  
or visit www.mckinsey.com/periscope
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Marketing Solutions helps 
financial services companies 
develop effective messaging, 
drive growth, and reduce 
costs through instrument mix 
analysis, brand perception 
analysis, and persona targeting.

Today, financial services companies face complex 
questions around how best to position their brand, 
attract new customers, deepen relationships with 
existing customers, and increase overall return on 
their marketing investments.

To address these challenges, CMOs need a way to 
engage customers with the right messages, using 
the right offers, through the right channels.

Marketing Solutions solves this problem. We help 
financial services companies make data-driven 
decisions based on brand perception, marketing  
ROI projections, and a comprehensive understanding 
of their customers, and boost the effect of their 
acquisition and expansion efforts.

Marketing Solutions helps marketers in  
three distinct areas:

Brand positioning 
Identify the brand factors that drive purchases, 
compare brand perception against competitors,  
and tailor messaging to target groups.

Instrument mix 
Determine which blend of communication channels 
(direct, online, traditional, etc.) and strategy shifts 
(e.g., more focus on profit growth and less on market 
share) will provide the most returns.

Personalization 
Leverage touchpoint data from fragmented sources 
to create a 360 degree view of the customer, and 
segment by behavior and potential value. Using 
these insights, create targeted campaigns and 
hyper-personalized offers to boost acquisition and 
capture more value from the existing customer base.

Why Marketing Solutions?
Comprehensive approach
Our tools integrate data from hard-to-measure 
sources like social media and sponsorships, as  
well as survey responses from customers that  
assess shopping behavior and brand perception, 
to power our econometric models and advanced 
attribution methods.

Marketing expertise
We partner with 10+ of the leading marketing 
analytics firms in the world and is backed 
by McKinsey’s nearly 100 years’ consulting 
experience. We leverage a global network of 
experts to validate our recommendations, as  
well as the knowledge our 50+ dedicated MROI 
specialists gained from 300+ MROI projects  
over the last 5 years, to drive our approach to  
each new marketing optimization initiative.

Sustainable impact
Our team helps financial services companies  
build lasting marketing capabilities, enabling  
long-term adoption of best practices and strategies 
for every level of their marketing organization.

>75 
Leading brands using  
our solution

Financial Services Marketing Solutions  
by the numbers:

>500 
Marketing experts 
globally

>15% 
cost savings
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